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Gone are the days when everyone considered engineering and management to be two
distinct and diverse fields that did not correlate with each other. However, the brief
academic exposure that I received to management during my engineering helped me
understand these are two sides of the same coin which cannot exist without anchoring on
each other. My further academic exploits helped me learn that management practices
and strategies are important for an engineering project to become successful and be
efficient. As I want to build a career in engineering in a managerial position, I understood
that expanding my managerial and leadership capabilities will help me lead projects and
teams better to improve the performance of the team as well as the efficiency of the
project. Therefore, in order to develop and mold these important managerial skills, I
decided to secure admission for MBA from York University so that my journey towards a
gratifying career can be successful.

When it comes to my academic exploits, I have always been a keen learner who wanted
to learn both the pragmatic and theoretical aspects of the subject that I learned. This has
always helped me look for various sources for learning for the supporting me to perform
well atomically. In addition to being an active learner. I never shied away from the
opportunities that I received to participate in various extracurricular activities. Such
learning experiences in both leadership and organizing capacities have help to me mold
my personality as well as expand my communication, interpersonal, decision making and
leadership skills. I am extremely positive that these skills will help me during my master
program in Canada.

After deciding to pursue the MBA, I began looking for a suitable academic destination that
can set me on the right path towards my career goal. I was particular about pursuing the
MBA from a foreign institute due to the focused training experiences that foreign institutes
offered. While I did search for Indian institutes, I was disappointed to find limited industry
and global learning exposure limiting the growth potential of the students. As I am trying
to improve my employability in a challenging professional environment, I wanted to gain
skills that the industry demands right now. Hence, I realized that a foreign institute is the
best option for me personally. As I continued my efforts to find a suitable destination for
the MBA, I was convinced by the quality of education, student-centric academic offerings,
and highly economic provided by Canada. Although I considered such destinations as the
US, the UK and Australia, they were too expensive for me. As Canada offers better value
for my investments without compromising on global learning exposure and quality, I
chose to study there.
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As I went on to find a suitable institute for the MBA, I found York University more student-
centric and industry-oriented in its academic approach than most of the universities in
Canada. The extensive learning infrastructure and experienced faculties of the university
work together to create an exceptional academic setting that fosters the overall growth of
its students. I found that the university offers impeccable learning opportunities both inside
and outside of the classroom nurturing the comprehensive development of the students
while preparing them for the real management challenges in today’s technology-driven
world. With various internship and project opportunities with leading companies in Canada,
the university created an excellent academic package will support my career goals.
Therefore, I decided to secure admission for the MBA from York University.

I am fully aware of the financial challenges that I must meet at Canada during the MBA. I
have already made the arrangements to meet all the expenses of studying in Canada
comfortably. The details of my sponsorship and financial wherewithal to support my MBA
in Canada are provided with the application for your assessment.

At the end of the program, I would like to return to India and associate with a leading
engineering company in a suitable managerial position. I would like to work in the first
couple of years expanding my managerial and engineering skills while learning the
machinations of the industry and imbibing effective industry insights to make myself a
better engineer with strong leadership and management capabilities. In the long-term I
wish to grow in my career to more responsible and dynamic leadership roles to support the
growth of my employer in every way possible.
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